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J Stephen
From: J Stephen <jstephen@polinsys.com>Sent: Friday, December 11, 2015 4:06 PMTo: 'Latifa El-Ghandouri'Subject: RE: Polinsys

Please see my response in Red  
From: Latifa El-Ghandouri [mailto:latifae@caninvest.ca]  Sent: Friday, December 11, 2015 1:40 PM To: J Stephen <jstephen@polinsys.com> Subject: Re: Polinsys 
 
Joy,  
 
I have always tried to work with you in a respectable and professional way. 
 
To suggest I am requesting a bribe is shocking and offensive. I am simply requesting you pay my out of pocket 
expenses which I have invoices and receipts for. I am requesting them because you did not honor our contract. 
You mislead our colleagues regarding my availability which was a breach of our agreement.  The documents I 
signed included the expectation for me to be present at Polinsys events. It was your duty to make these events 
available to me. Yet you refused to notify me of them along my calls and texts to you going unanswered. Again, 
all contracts are open. A contract determines who pays for what. It was a challenge for me and for Polinsys to 
deal with you and you can refer to the past communication. You have not shown me anything to demonstrate 
breach of my contract. You told me that you discussed retainer with all Polinsys AR’s. You claim I have 
mislead colleagues, but I don’t know how I could have mislead colleagues. You are vague, very vague and I 
don’t even understand what you are trying to say. I am not sure what you mean by “breach of our agreement”? I 
have no duty to notify you about Polinsys events unless you are assigned to an event. I think we had discussed 
this before and you are bringing this up again.  
 
I think we both know you were upset that I wouldn't change my service agreement with your clients to suggest 
something that was simply not the case (to act as if my services were being offered from India rather than 
Canada). This was never a requirement of our agreement, had you included this, I would never have wasted my 
time and money going to India.  I did not negotiate your services for anything else other than the Quebec skilled 
program for which we had a fee structure. Even with the Quebec Skilled, all Polinsys contracts are open with 
NO guarantees or exclusive arrangements. Also clients sign a retainer with you. You cannot hide in 
Canada if clients take it on Polinsys if something happens because it is your retainer/service. You collect the 
money from clients and then pay Polinsys. Also, Polinsys typically deals only with AR’s and not with 
employees or spouses, and we had a challenge there as well. There were other instances also where we found 
differences in standards which were not compatible. I was not upset with your unwillingness to change your 
service agreement. I did not approve your selection criteria for Quebec Skilled which would have put Polinsys 
in trouble and if you are responsible for selection of Quebec clients, you should be responsible for the outcome, 
be it client happiness, fury etc etc. 
 
You know very well, you insisted I come to India to train your staff. It was no suggestion. We requested 
numerous times the status (warning you each time the program would be closing soon) of the nurses you 
approached me to service, in each case you stated that I needed to show faith in Polinsys and train your staff. 
You also made it clear to Patrick it was necessary when he questioned the need to go to India, during your 
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phone call with him in June of 2014, claiming you had signed another Quebec rep given my slowness to travel 
there. Granted you didn't know I was pregnant, but I traveled for your organization anyway. And what of the 
nurses? They just seemed to disappear... Did they ever even exist? I have to presume you have registration 
agreements with them, no? I did not insist, and even if you think I did, everything is based on the contract, I really don’t force anyone. You travelled not for Polinsys but yourself. You travelled to India to promote Quebec and sign retainers from clients.  Regarding the numbers, Well, you should have noticed these individuals when you came to India. You could have brought this up at that time, which did not happen. However, you seem to have a lot of questions after you being elected to the ICCRC Board. If you think clients did not exist, you should have taken steps immediately after you came back from India or thereabouts and NOT after you got elected to the board of ICCRC (more than 18 months has passed)! 
 
 
For you to state you were unaware I was unhappy about my investment is very surprising. When I stated in 
August 2014 that I felt Polinsys was moving too slowly and that I feared for the investment of my time and 
money, you immediately contacted me to berate for having done so.  Please check our communication, it is irrelevant here, at this time (after over 19 months) to bring this up, There is a learning curve for the AR when they are taught about the software, and for the Polinsys team who supports the AR, there is a learning curve on different aspects of the process. If you expected to get results right away, you should have gone to India when we had issues with Quebec clients and there were several requiring service, which you delayed. This being said, we do not guarantee anything to AR’s. It is up to an AR to do well at the seminars and if the clients are happy with an effective seminar and if there is a Quebec opportunity, then they stick around, if not they move on. You know very well that Quebec did not have an opportunity immediately after your visit. Please refer to the communications 
 
 
All of the above is well documented in email and texts. The agreement we signed gives me the right to bill you 
for time I spent on your client files but I have only asked you to pay out of pocket expenses, so I don't feel you 
and Polinsys simply wasted my time. It is the honorable thing to do. What do you expect me to think of you and 
your organization otherwise? I feel you are constantly trying to mislead me in these communications, There is a clear clause in the contract which does NOT allow for this and you are just putting me in a situation to revisit the contract and take away so much of my time. All the Above and more are well documented  Let me repeat, Polinsys is an open platform, We DO NOT sign exclusivity and we don’t expect an AR to work exclusively 
for Polinsys. We do not pay for client time because in Polinsys, clients signs retainer directly with AR (Yourself) and AR (yourself) collects Representation fees from client and then AR (yourself) pays Polinsys. Latifa, you know about that and I would advise you to stop harassing me and I would like you to stop 
demanding money from me just because you are elected to the board of ICCRC. I don’t do such things. 
 
 
 
 
--  Latifa El-Ghandouri, RCIC CanInvest Immigration T: 438 875 8758 F: 514 807 6228 latifae@caninvest.ca  Membre du CRCIC / Member of ICCRC Membre du RQCI / Member of the RQCI   
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On 12/8/2015 8:52 PM, J Stephen wrote: 
Please see my response in Red,   Regards, Joy       
From: Latifa El-Ghandouri [mailto:latifae@caninvest.ca]  Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2015 3:29 PM To: Joy Stephen <jstephen@polinsys.com>; joy@polinsys.com Cc: Patrick Campbell <patrickc@caninvest.ca> Subject: Re: Polinsys 
  
Hi Joy, 
 
You have not replied to my message sent on November 21, 2015. It is highly possible that I 
would have responded if I had received it. 
 
Please respond before Friday December 11. Sorry Latifa, I cannot follow your deadlines, we 
need to work together on anything, if any.  
 
When you first approached me regarding Polinsys, Yes, we had several, your response was very 
late and most of those clients don’t wait  you stated you had between 140 to 160 nurses who 
needed service and that I would be the one to provide that service. When I expressed concern 
over your insistence If I recall, you did not travel when we really thought there was an 
opportunity. Also, I don’t t insist, I suggest approaches and you have a choice to either accept or 
reject it, that I be required to travel to India to train your employees first, you assured me I would 
not be disappointed with the Polinsys and the Polinsys system. NO, there are no assurance on 
anything, however, if you had serviced clients on time and if you had a fair assessment process, 
you may have continued to be a Quebec AR for Polinsys, but there were several instances where 
we did not see eye to eye in service standards and selection processes. It costs Polinsys a lot 
when we decide not to continue with an AR. 
 
Unfortunately that has not been the case. Despite enormous effort from both myself and Patrick 
Campbell, Boni created obstacles and barriers that made working with Polinsys difficult to the 
extreme. If working with Polinsys is difficult and extreme, you should not be working with 
Polinsys. Not sure the purpose of this email. The end result has been that I have seen nothing for 
my efforts or monies spent. Well, in business some partnerships work and some don’t, It has to 
be a joint effort and if both parties are compatible, things work.  Despite having followed every 
aspect of the agreement signed. Polinsys invested a lot as well, but all partnerships with Polinsys 
and an AR is open and either party is NOT liable for the other party’s business expense. I don’t 
believe I hired you as an employee and demanded you go anywhere or train anyone offering 
compensation/expense. The commission sharing structure had divided responsibilities. I feel that 
simply compensating my out of pocket costs, would be amiable, avoiding any unnecessarily ugly 
dispute. Please refer to the contract, Polinsys is NOT responsible for any of your costs nor are 
you responsible for Polinsys costs. This is my understanding 
 
As you must be aware, I am a respected member of this profession and it is in our best interest 
that we part on friendly terms. If this is a threat that you being a Director of ICCRC, I should be 
careful and compensate you, then that is unfortunate.  
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Your demands go against and beyond the contract we signed where no business expense of either 
party needs to be “compensated”. Just because you are elected as a Director of ICCRC does not 
mean that I should fear “repercussion” if I don’t pay you something which I believe is a kind of a 
bribe. I honestly believe you are asking me for a bribe and if I have to pay a bribe to part on 
friendly terms??? I am sorry, I don’t offer bribes or money to be on friendly terms with anyone. 
  
I met you in Montreal and you never told me anything about your “compensation” requirement. 
You know there is NO compensation and your travel expense are yours to bear. If you had a 
genuine claim, you had an opportunity for several months (in fact years) to claim an expense and 
correct any misunderstandings if any. How did all this change?? And after so long??? And after 
the ICCRC elections?? 
  
I just read your previous email below and for some reason I don’t seem to have received it.  
 
Regards, 
 
--  Latifa El-Ghandouri, RCIC CanInvest Immigration T: 438 875 8758 F: 514 807 6228 latifae@caninvest.ca   Membre du CRCIC / Member of ICCRC Membre du RQCI / Member of the RQCI        
Subject: Polinsys 

Date: Sat, 21 Nov 2015 08:09:05 -0800 
From: Latifa El-Ghandouri <latifae@caninvest.ca>

To: joy@polinsys.com, jstephen@polinsys.com 
 CC: Patrick Campbell <patrickc@caninvest.ca> 

 
 
 Hi Joy,  
 
I trust this message finds you well. 
 
Through my discussions with Sylvie and others, it came to my attention that you have been 
telling them that I am unavailable for Polinsys events, despite me telling you otherwise. 
Partnered with removing my access to PIMS, receiving no messages regarding anything, I can 
only assume you do not wish to work with me.  
 
I understand you may have been disappointed that I cannot change my client retainer agreement 
to suit your needs. Had you been clear you expected me to be liable in India from day one, it 
would have saved everyone a lot of time and trouble.  
 
Since I traveled to India at your insistence, trained your staff and participated in a number of 
sales seminars all at my own cost and time, I think it would be reasonable for you to compensate 
me for my expenses ($3970 CAD). 
 
I do hope we can part on friendly terms.  
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Kindest regards,  
 
Latifa El-Ghandouri RCIC CanInvest Immigration    

 


